Islamic Republic of Iran

The President
Iranian Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organization

In the Name of the Almighty God

- Within the framework of the implementation of the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, as stipulated by Article 12 thereof,
- In compliance with Act of Iran's Joining to the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, approved in 2005, by the Islamic Consultative Assembly,
- In accordance with Articles 2 and 3 to the Operational Directives of the Act of Iran's Joining to the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, approved in 26 January, 2009, by the respected Iranian Board of Ministers,

Also,
- following the proposal by the Director General to the General Office for Registration of Properties, and Preservation and Revitalization of Intangible and Natural Heritage,

The Intangible Cultural Heritage element titled

"THE MUSIC OF THE IRANIAN ETHNIC GROUPS"

is, hereby, inscribed, on this date of 25 August 2010, on the Iranian National Inventory of Intangible Cultural Heritage, under No. 118, and enjoying the following specifications:

Domain of the Intangible Cultural Heritage Element: National
Historical Background of the Intangible Cultural Heritage Element: Historical & Islamic Periods

Yadollah Parmoun
Director General
General Office for Registration of Properties and Preservation and Revitalization of Intangible and Natural Heritage

Masoud Alavian Sadr
Deputy for Cultural Heritage
متن نامه‌ای که به‌عنوان متن پیش‌نویس برای ارسال به وزارت امور خارجه ایران قرار گرفته است.